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Restaurant for Sale East Auckland

On the market for the first time, this award-winning fine dining restaurant has been the flag bearer for
traditional ethnic cuisine in one of the most prized suburbs of central East Auckland. Known for its aromatic
rice, hand-prepared barbeque meats, and mouth-watering dishes, it has been voted amongst top 50
restaurants in Auckland for many years.
With a seating capacity exceeding fifty within a cozy and comfortable setting, the vendor prides himself on
bringing farm-to-table concept using only the freshest and finest ingredients. The chef is highly trained in the
preparation of food and has been with the business for many years.
Running with a lunch and dinner menu with selective wines on offer and truly personalised service, the
business operates in a splendid location that cannot be missed. It also hosts private functions on the venue
and offers catering and Uber Eats options for clients in Auckland. There is potential to open this restaurant for
traditional breakfast generating higher turnover and more reach.
It is currently run as a semi-managed set-up with both owners taking an income from the business with a
manager running the operations expertly. Priced competitively with a strong lease in place, cooperative
landlord, and efficient staff in place.
The owners are looking for an URGENT SALE as they plan to retire and move overseas. They have asked for
all genuine offers to be presented. The business can be run as a semi-managed or fully managed operation,
ideally suited to a hospitality experienced chef or restaurateur. As an established brand, it also offers
opportunity for future franchise for a smart investor. The owners are looking for finance-approved or cash
buyers with a capacity to invest $400K and above to operate the restaurant at the highest standards.
To find out more, https://youtu.be/WwUV2CB_UZ8 go to linkbusiness.co.nz/EL03256 and press the “Enquire
Now” button to complete an online confidentiality agreement.
Farrukh Mirza, 022 429 7463, farrukh.mirza@linkbusiness.co.nz
Neville Choksi, 021 059 9519, neville.choksi@linkbusiness.co.nz
***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the broker
and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a stock photo
image may be used to represent the business.
#buybusiness #restaurant #top50restaurantsauckland #hospitality #auckland
SEMINAR: HOW TO BUY A BUSINESS
Don’t know where to start? Want to know what mistakes to avoid?

Register for our Buy a Business Seminar. https://go.linkbusiness.co.nz/seminars/

Contact:
Farrukh Mirza
09 579 9226 or 022 429 7463
anytime
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